Craniofacial microsomia

Craniofacial microsomia is a term used to describe a spectrum of abnormalities that primarily affect the development of the skull (cranium) and face before birth. Microsomia means abnormal smallness of body structures. Most people with craniofacial microsomia have differences in the size and shape of facial structures between the right and left sides of the face (facial asymmetry). In about two-thirds of cases, both sides of the face have abnormalities, which usually differ from one side to the other. Other individuals with craniofacial microsomia are affected on only one side of the face. The facial characteristics in craniofacial microsomia typically include underdevelopment of one side of the upper or lower jaw (maxillary or mandibular hypoplasia), which can cause dental problems and difficulties with feeding and speech. In cases of severe mandibular hypoplasia, breathing may also be affected.

People with craniofacial microsomia usually have ear abnormalities affecting one or both ears, typically to different degrees. They may have growths of skin (skin tags) in front of the ear (preauricular tags), an underdeveloped or absent external ear (microtia or anotia), or a closed or absent ear canal; these abnormalities may lead to hearing loss. Eye problems are less common in craniofacial microsomia, but some affected individuals have an unusually small eyeball (microphthalmia) or other eye abnormalities that result in vision loss.

Abnormalities in other parts of the body, such as malformed bones of the spine (vertebrae), abnormally shaped kidneys, and heart defects, may also occur in people with craniofacial microsomia.

Many other terms have been used for craniofacial microsomia. These other names generally refer to forms of craniofacial microsomia with specific combinations of signs and symptoms, although sometimes they are used interchangeably. Hemifacial microsomia often refers to craniofacial microsomia with maxillary or mandibular hypoplasia. People with hemifacial microsomia and noncancerous (benign) growths in the eye called epibulbar dermoids may be said to have Goldenhar syndrome or oculoauricular dysplasia.

Frequency

Craniofacial microsomia has been estimated to occur in between 1 in 5,600 and 1 in 26,550 newborns. However, this range may be an underestimate because not all medical professionals agree on the criteria for diagnosis of this condition, and because mild cases may never come to medical attention. For reasons that are unclear, the disorder occurs about 50 percent more often in males than in females.
Causes

It is unclear what genes are involved in craniofacial microsomia. This condition results from problems in the development of structures in the embryo called the first and second pharyngeal arches (also called branchial or visceral arches). Tissue layers in the six pairs of pharyngeal arches give rise to the muscles, arteries, nerves, and cartilage of the face and neck. Specifically, the first and second pharyngeal arches develop into the lower jaw, the nerves and muscles used for chewing and facial expression, the external ear, and the bones of the middle ear. Interference with the normal development of these structures can result in the abnormalities characteristic of craniofacial microsomia.

There are several factors that can disrupt the normal development of the first and second pharyngeal arches and lead to craniofacial microsomia. Some individuals with this condition have chromosomal abnormalities such as deletions or duplications of genetic material; these individuals often have additional developmental problems or malformations. Occasionally, craniofacial microsomia occurs in multiple members of a family in a pattern that suggests inheritance of a causative gene mutation, but the gene or genes involved are unknown. In other families, individuals seem to inherit a predisposition to the disorder. The risk of craniofacial microsomia can also be increased by environmental factors, such as certain drugs taken by the mother during pregnancy. In most affected individuals, the cause of the disorder is unknown.

It is not well understood why certain disruptions to development affect the first and second pharyngeal arches in particular. Researchers suggest that these structures may develop together in such a way that they respond as a unit to these disruptions.

Inheritance Pattern

Craniofacial microsomia most often occurs in a single individual in a family and is not inherited. If the condition is caused by a chromosomal abnormality, it may be inherited from one affected parent or it may result from a new abnormality in the chromosome and occur in people with no history of the disorder in their family.

In 1 to 2 percent of cases, craniofacial microsomia is inherited in an autosomal dominant pattern, which means one copy of an altered gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder. In rare cases, the condition is inherited in an autosomal recessive pattern, which means both copies of a gene in each cell have mutations. The parents of an individual with an autosomal recessive condition each carry one copy of the mutated gene, but they typically do not show signs and symptoms of the condition. The gene or genes involved in craniofacial microsomia are unknown.

In some affected families, people seem to inherit an increased risk of developing craniofacial microsomia, not the condition itself. In these cases, some combination of genetic changes and environmental factors may be involved.
Other Names for This Condition

- asymmetric hypoplasia of facial structures
- auriculobranchiogenic dysplasia
- CFM
- facioauriculovertebral dysplasia
- FAV
- first and second branchial arch syndrome
- first and second pharyngeal arch syndromes
- Goldenhar-Gorlin syndrome
- Goldenhar syndrome
- hemifacial microsomia
- HFM
- lateral facial dysplasia
- OAV complex
- OAVS
- oculoauriculovertebral spectrum
- oral-mandibular-auricular syndrome
- otomandibular dysostosis
- unilateral intrauterine facial necrosis
- unilateral mandibulofacial dysostosis

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information

- What is genetic testing?
  /primer/testing/genetictesting

- Genetic Testing Registry: Craniofacial microsomia

- Genetic Testing Registry: Goldenhar syndrome

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

- ClinicalTrials.gov
  https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22craniofacial+microsomia%22
Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

- GeneReview: Craniofacial Microsomia Overview
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK5199
- Seattle Children's Hospital
  https://www.seattlechildrens.org/conditions/chromosomal-genetic-conditions/craniofacial-microsomia
- Virginia Commonwealth University
  https://craniofacial.vcu.edu/conditions/hemifacial_microsomias.html

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

- Health Topic: Craniofacial Abnormalities
  https://medlineplus.gov/craniofacialabnormalities.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

- Craniofacial microsomia
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/12994/craniofacial-microsomia
- Goldenhar disease
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/6540/goldenhar-disease
- Hemifacial microsomia
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/6582/hemifacial-microsomia

Educational Resources

- Children's Craniofacial Association: A Guide to Understanding Hemifacial Microsomia
  https://ccakids.org/assets/syndromebk_hemifacial.pdf
- MalaCards: craniofacial microsomia
  https://www.malacards.org/card/craniofacial_microsomia
- Orphanet: Goldenhar syndrome
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=374

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- Children's Craniofacial Association
  https://ccakids.org/
- Foundation for Faces of Children
  https://facesofchildren.org/
- National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD): Oculo-Auriculo-Vertebral Spectrum
  https://rarediseases.org/rare-diseases/oculo-auriculo-vertebral-spectrum/
Clinical Information from GeneReviews

- Craniofacial Microsomia Overview
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK5199

Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28craniofacial+microsomia%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+2520+days%22+AND+hemifacial+microsomia

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- HEMIFACIAL MICROsomia
  http://omim.org/entry/164210

Medical Genetics Database from MedGen

- Bilateral craniofacial microsomia
- Goldenhar syndrome
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